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The use of the Invisalign system in the management of orthodontic
treatment before and after &lassɋIII surgical aSSroach
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Aim

Sartial crossbite in the anterior region )urther on Sainful
TemSoromandibular 'isorder (T0') Zith anatomical man-

To describe the management of a Class III in a 23-year-old

ifestation in both Moints Zas diagnosed Sarticularly on the

male Satient treated initially as Zell as again at the end Zith

left side Also on this side the curves of SSee and :ilson

the Invisalign system and additionally Zith traditional sur-

Zere more distinct The Satientȇs sNeletal and dental asym-

gery betZeen these tZo Shases Aside from the Class III the

metry Zas even reȵected in his facial aSSearance

Satient had a deviation of the mandible to the left side and

The ceShalometric analysis evidenced a brachyfacial con-

a Sartial anterior crossbite The Sost-treatment records

ȴguration Zith a negative conve[ity and a slight &lass III ten-

6byears later Srovide Sroof of the stability of the dental and

dency The sagittal Sosition of the ma[illa Zas normal There-

sNeletal corrections The result achieved documents that the

fore the main obMective of the surgical aSSroach Zas to

Invisalign system can be eective during the orthodontic

correct the asymmetry that had develoSed during groZth

Shases in Satients Zho also reTuire orthognathic surgery

0aterials and methods

Treatment
The entire theraSy Zith the surgical correction included Zas

A 23-year-old male Satient Sresented Zith a Class III com-

Slanned and based on &lin&hecN The system suggested

Slicated by a left lateral deviation of the mandible and a

1bma[illary and nine mandibular aligners The Satient Zas
instructed to Zear his aSSliances for 22 h Ser day and to
change them every 15bdays After 10bmonths the Sre-surgi-
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cal Shase Zas concluded and imSressions Zere taNen To
Slan the surgical Srocedure the resSective study casts Zere
mounted into an articulator It turned out that the best
oSeration Zas a bilateral sagittal sSlit osteotomy Zith an
65
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asymmetrical setbacN of the mandible On the day before
surgery bracNets Zere aSSlied to all of the Satientȇs teeth

Conclusion

After the surgical intervention the mandibular segments

This Satient reSort is an e[amSle of hoZ aligners instead of

Zere stabilised Zith titanium Slates

ȴ[ed aSSliances can advantageously be emSloyed before

After 1bmonth all bracNets Zere removed and the Sost-

and after orthognathic surgery in Class III Satients :ith the

surgical orthodontic aligner Shase initiated It reTuired ȴve

Invisalign system the ȴnal result can be Sre-visualised Zhich

aligners in both arches Thus the entire treatment could be

helSs Zith a Satientȇs motivation and satisfaction at the end

comSleted in 12bmonths Zith a remarNable imSrovement

of the Srocess The aSSroval is further enhanced by the ȴner

of both the dental and facial asymmetry This could be doc-

aesthetics and the much easier maintenance of oral hygiene

umented by e[traoral insSection and by the ceShalometric

combined Zith a comfortable management of this remova-

analysis

ble aSSliance Overall not only the aesthetics imSroved in

A folloZ-uS visit after 6byears shoZed that the correction

this Satient but also his occlusal and orofacial functions

Zas stable Over this time the T0' had also imSroved so
that the Satient Zas Sain free

'iscussion

Commentary
In this revieZerȇs oSinion the imSortance of this SaSer is to
thinN outside the bo[ (ve Satients Zith severe occlusal

'uring groZth the Satientȇs asymmetry manifested itself

Sroblems could be treated by aligning the arches Zith the

severely in the mandibular anatomy According to Planas

Invisalign system (or another aligner-based method) if sur-

this unShysiological groZth Sattern is due to a left-side

gical intervention is a viable oStion Although the Satient

cheZing Sattern Zhich causes a forZard sNull base ȵe[ion

Sresented here did not have a comSle[ malocclusion it Zas

that increases the transverse and the sagittal dimension

nicely corrected Zith the described aSSroach One has to

Thus it led to a mandibular Srognathism 'eshayes hoZ-

remember that “invisible” treatment might be the main rea-

ever Sointed out that a normal sNull base ȵe[ion is essen-

son to acceSt orthodontics even at a more advanced age

tial for groZing individuals to develoS a Shysiological cheZ-

Another asSect is that oral health maintenance is not com-

ing function

Sromised since all Satients can NeeS their teeth clean as if

To re-establish the symmetry of the MaZs a non-surgical

they had no aSSliances12

theraSy might be considered Zhich is self-evidently less
invasive but not alZays suɝcient to solve the Sroblem of a
severely morShologic sNeletal asymmetry )or this reason
orthognathic surgery Zas regarded as essential in this Satientȇs treatment
Other authors have also described the treatment of
Class IIIs but seldom in combination Zith aligner theraSy A
big advantage of this aSSroach is the suSerior Seriodontal
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0anagement of overbite Zith the Invisalign aSSliance
Khosravi R, Cohanim B, Hujoel P, Daher S, Neal M, Liu W, Huanga G
Am J Orthod Dentofacial Orthop 2017;151:691–699.

Aim

The softZare then calculated nine linear and three angular
measurements Reference lines Zere the Salatal the occlu-

The literature about the treatment of overbite changes Zith

sal and the mandibular Slane )or all individually assessed

the Invisalign system consists mainly of a single or a series of

distances and angles the reader may consult the original

Satient reSorts In this retrosSective study the ceShalograms

article

of 120bsuccessive Satients Zere analysed to assess hoZ Invis-

About 2bZeeNs after the ȴrst e[amination 10brandomly

align aligners inȵuenced the overbite The bacNground of this

selected ceShalograms Zere retraced marNed and re-

interest Zas the common oSinion that aligners cover the

analysed for a measurement error analysis ( dierence

Sosterior teeth and thus have some Nind of bite blocN func-

betZeen the ȴrst and second assessment)

tion Zhich Zould ultimately lead to a deeSening of the anterior overbite Align Technology tried to solve this Sreviously

All data Zere subMected to standard statistical Srocedures Zith the level of signiȴcance set at ȱ 005

assumed immanent Sroblem for e[amSle by the introduction of virtual bite ramSs Zhich unload the Sosterior teeth of
the dentition and alloZ their normal vertical develoSment

0aterials and methods

Results
The intra-e[aminer error amounted to 003 s 00 mm for
the Sarameter overbite )or all linear measurements this error Zas smaller than 10 mm for the angular evaluation less

This Zas a retrosSective study of 120 consecutive adult

than 1bdegree indicating a very good data reSroducibility

(! 1 years) Satients Zho Zere treated by three dierent

On average the overbite in Satients Zith an initial nor-

e[Serienced Sractitioners e[clusively Zith the Invisalign

mal vertical anterior relationshiS Zas reduced by 03 mm

system ([clusion criteria Zere the necessity of maMor trans-

(due to a slight e[trusion of the Sosterior teeth) Zhich ba-

verse or anteroSosterior changes and the need for e[trac-

sically indicates that it Zas not changed At the same time

tions (and surgery)
The median age of all Satients Zas 33 years and 70 of

a minor Sroclination of the ma[illary (signiȴcant) and mandibular (non-signiȴcant) incisors could be observed

these Zere Zomen In total 6 individuals had a normal

In Satients Zith a deeS bite at the start of treatment the

anterior overbite 0 a deeS bite and 12 an oSen bite The

bite Zas raised 15 mm (median) Srimarily by a Sroclination

stratiȴcation of the samSle Zas based on a measurement

of the loZer and an intrusion of the uSSer incisors At the

of the vertical incisor relationshiS on good Tuality ceShalo-

same time the mandibular molars Zere e[truded although

grams that Zere blinded for the investigators Overbite Zas

the amount Zas Zithin the range of the measuring error

measured as the shortest vertical distance betZeen the tiS

Conversely Satients Zho demonstrated an oSen bite

of the ma[illary and the mandibular incisor SerSendicular

before treatment e[Serienced a median reduction of

to the occlusal Slane 1ormal overbite Zas deȴned as edge-

15 mm Zhich Zas Srimarily caused by an e[trusion of the

to-edge bite uS to less than 0 mm overlaS (very coverage

incisors in both ma[illae 1o signiȴcant linear changes in

of 0 mm or greater than 0 mm Zas labelled as deeS

the Sosterior area of this grouS Zere observed

bite ResSectively oSen bite Zas deȴned as less than edge-

)inally the outcome of a Tuestionnaire ȴlled in by the

to-edge bite The Satients received uS to 0baligners (Ser

three oSerators shoZed similar strategies to coSe Zith

arch) and eventually three revisions

overbite In Satients Zith normal anterior overbite the

The Sre- and Sost-treatment ceShalograms Zere ana-

aligner Sart distal to the ȴrst molar Zas commonly cut o

lysed Zith the 'olShin Imaging System using 17blandmarNs

and the Curve of SSee maintained In deeS bite situations
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over-corrections and virtual bite ramSs Zere used and lev-

oSen bites comSared Zith ȴ[ed aSSliances is on average

elling of the SSee curve Zas attemSted The oSen bite Srob-

someZhere around 50

lem Zas universally aSSroached Zith attachments for incisor e[trusion

Self-critically the authors remarN that their method –
ceShalograms – had its inherent Sroblems: head Sositioning movement during e[Sosure inconsistent e[Sosures

'iscussion

magniȴcation errors and inconsistencies Zith landmarN
identiȴcation On the other hand they did their best to NeeS
all these errors to a minimum Also one has to acNnoZ-

According to these authors the understanding of the Invis-

ledge that Zhen it comes to a comSarison of the three

align system is mostly still limited to marNeting claims from

overbite grouSs this is a systematic failure that aects all

Align Technology and (a series of) Satient reSorts Zhereas

three samSles to the same degree

unbiased studies on large samSles analysed Zith rigorous
research methods are largely missing This Zas the main

Another limitation of this study is that the oSen bite
grouS Zas comSaratively small (only 12 individuals)

reason for this investigation Zhich attemSted to elucidate
the mechanisms behind changes of the vertical overbite in
Satients Zith very dierent original conditions

Conclusion

One main asSect is that the early observation of a Sotential bite deeSening caused by intrusion of the Sosterior

Invisalign aligners are eective to maintain normal over-

teeth cannot longer be SerSetuated If a normal overbite is

bites to decrease deeS (mainly by Sroclination of the man-

basically maintained this can most liNely be attributed to

dibular incisors) and oSen bites (mostly by incisor e[tru-

the use of bite ramSs in aligners Zhich lead concurrently to

sion) An intrusion of the Sosterior teeth does not have to

a minor (Srimarily) molar e[trusion

occur if good treatment strategies are aSSlied

This study is the ȴrst to also looN at a large samSle of
deeS bite Satients Commonly even if imSrovement Zas
registered there Zere severe deeS bites that Zere not con-

Commentary

verted into regular overbites This could be attributed to the
fact that these Satients Zere treated Zith the Invisalign

The main merits of this article are:

system before the introduction of the *5 technology Zhich

1 That is does aZay Zith the very dominant idea that the

aimed Sarticularly at the treatment of this Satient grouS
The oSen bite individuals e[Serienced a reduction of

Invisalign system freTuently tended to lead to Sosterior
oSen bites

this symStom by e[trusion of their incisors +oZever in

2 That it states that deeS bites are not easy to correct (only

consistency Zith other Sublications aligners are also not in

before the introduction of *5") Sarticularly if they are of

a Sosition to correct severe oSen bites The Satients in this

severe trait The correction is at least Sartially a conse-

e[Seriment had only mild to moderate oSen bites and not

Tuence of a Tuestionable Srotrusion of the mandibular

all had a Sositive overlaS at the end of their theraSy

incisors +oZever even Zith ȴ[ed aSSliances it is not

One Sroblem Zith this study Zas that the Satient re-

easy to correct this malocclusion esSecially Zhen the

cords did not contain all the various strategies used to

smile linefacial conȴguration is taNen into consideration

maintain or change a Sersonȇs overbite Because of this the

3 That it Soints out that severe oSen bites are diɝcult to

authors added an e[tensive table Zhich lists all the little

convert into regular overbites Zhich is again also a chal-

NnacNs and tricNs used by these e[Serienced Invisalign Sroviders Its content is outside of the scoSe of this revieZ

lenge Zith ȴ[ed braces
 That it shoZs in one table the aSSroach the individual

Zhich is Zhy studying this comSilation is highly recom-

Sractitioners tooN to handle the sSeciȴc Sroblem (ven if it

mended

reȵects dierent strategies for the same malocclusion it

Overall the authors came to the conclusion that the
eectiveness of Invisalign aligners to correct deeS and
68

could give the reader a stimulus to incorSorate other features into oneȇs standard oSerational Srocedures
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Orthodontic treatment modalities: a Tualitative assessment
of internet information
Arun M, Usman Q, Johal A
J Orthod 2017;44:82–89.

Aim

2-ZeeN intervals Zith Cronbachȇs AlSha and the Cohen

This study tried to ȴnd out hoZ Tualiȴed accurate reliable

ential statistics Binomial and ordinal logistic regression

and useful internet information is Zhen it comes to various

analysis and A1O9A Zere aSSlied to ȴnd out Zhether there

orthodontic treatment systems

is a relationshiS betZeen the Zebsite characteristics and

.aSSa test All data Zere subMected to descriStive and infer-

the Tuality assessment tool scores and betZeen the vari-

0ethod
One of the authors started the internet search Zith *oogle
Slus Ad:ords and the idiom “orthodontic treatment” Sub-

ous tools themselves Routinely the level of signiȴcance Zas
set at 005

Results

seTuently the system deȴned 20 Ney Zords Zith cosmetic
braces ȴ[ed braces removable braces 4uicN braces and

The intra-e[aminer consistency and reliability Zas good for

risNs of orthodontic theraSy the ȴve most freTuent Sublic

the /I'A and )R(S scores (Cronbach value 0 resSectively

search terms in 0ay 2013 These Zere submitted to ȴve

0) The .aSSa value varied betZeen 0 (for /I'A) and 06

dierent search engines – *oogle <ahoo AO/ AsN and

(for 'iscern)

Bing This resulted in the disSlay of 2000 Zebsites in total

0ost of the 11 Zebsites ȴtting this analysis Zere de-

After the most recurrent terms above Zere entered 5

signed by orthodontists and general Sractitioners +oZ-

Zebsites remained

ever laySeoSle universities oɝcial institutions and com-

The centre Soint of this investigation Zas the analysis of

Sanies also contributed to the diversity of sites Just over

the ȴrst tZo search engine result Sages (S(RP) :hen the

half (55) of the included Zebsites contained the NeyZords

authors aSSlied various e[clusion criteria for instance Zeb-

“cosmetic” and “ȴ[ed aSSliances” In all 13 treatment mo-

sites consisting basically of Sromotion advertisement vid-

dalities Zere Sromoted on these Zebsites Zith Invisalign

eos discussions or scientiȴc articles the number of rele-

(0) the one being oered most folloZed by classic ȴ[ed

vant (nglish Zebsites fell tob11

and removable aSSliances The content Zas best on sSe-

The Tuality of the chosen Zebsites Zas analysed Zith

cialist Zebsites Zhereas general clinicians oered more

ȴve sSeciȴc evaluation tools for internet sites Zith medical

comSromising oStions on loZer-Tuality Zebsites Their

content: 'iscern /I'A (lifetime data) JA0A (Journal of

short-term solutions included Si[ 0onth Smile Inman In-

American 0edical Association) benchmarNs +O1seal

signia Social 6 and similar aligner systems

(+ealth on the 1et) and )R(S ()lesch Reading (ase Score)

The oStimal assessment Zas Sroduced Zith the /I'A

)urthermore data such as author tySe of site ranNing on

Srogramme Zith a mean of 620 s 75 folloZed by )R(S

S(RP country search engine NeyZords and Nind of ortho-

(562 s 13) and 'iscern (517 s 1)

dontic treatment Sromoted Zere registered

In general no deSendable relationshiSs Zere found be-

The folloZing ȴve sections give detailed descriStions of

tZeen variables such as NeyZords content and ranNing or-

the origin the goal and rating system of these ȴve assess-

der on one side and Tuality scores on the other +oZever

ment tools )or Sarticulars the reader is referred directly to

the regression analysis revealed a signiȴcant relationshiS

the te[t

betZeen the tySe of author and a 4band A section Zith high

To validate the results the intra-e[aminer reliability and

scores for the 'iscern and /I'A Srogrammes )urther the

consistency 15 Zebsites Zere re-analysed at random at

A1O9A test resulted in one signiȴcant relationshiS betZeen

Journal of Aligner Orthodontics 2017;1(1):65–72
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'iscern scores and /I'A; no similar raSSort e[isted betZeen the other assessments tools

Conclusion
The scrutinised Zebsites Sresented information about or-

'iscussion

thodontic treatment and Zere of inconsistent Tuality Orthodontic sSecialists delivered the best information Invisalign Zas the most suggested treatment oStion It Zould be

)rom the very detailed discussion the folloZing asSects

in Satientsȇ interest if the sSeciȴc Zebsites Srovided more

seem to be the most essential:

valid and reliable advice

+oZ imSortant Zebsites are can be seen by the fact that
SurSortedly 60 of the 8S SoSulation consult the internet
for information about health issues 1one of the current

Commentary

Zebsites are subMect to any Nind of e[actness control Only
one Zebsite carried the +O1seal emblem Zhich signals it

It seems to be advantageous if a Zebsite:

can be considered reliable easy to understand and having

ȏ

trustZorthy facts even though this does not automatically
mean it is based on solid scientiȴc evidence
“Aesthetic solutions” toZered above those Zith fast

Is designed Zith care because it can become a valuable
referral source;

ȏ

Could be easily understood by the enTuirer;

ȏ

Is e[tended by a 4bandbA section that alloZs the inter-

treatment as the Ney feature oered by sSecialists and gen-

ested reader to gain in-deSth information;

eral Sractitioners aliNe 0ore demanding devices such as

ȏ

Oers more than Must “bread and butter” treatments;

headgears miniscreZs self-ligating bracNet systems lin-

ȏ

Is regularly uSdated Zith “the latest and the best” – if

gual braces and functional aSSliances Zere more or less

resSective evidence e[ists;

only described on sites by sSecialists in orthodontics :hen

ȏ

Provides linNs to scientiȴc institutionsmaterial;

generalists recurrently oer aligner systems this is no sur-

ȏ

Is accredited Zith an +O1seal Zhich gives it serious-

Srise because these reTuire barely any training and clin-

ness and alloZs it to stand out

icians are only marginally involved in treatment Slanning
The limitation of this study is that all the Zebsites involved Zere only scrutinised at a single Soint of time desSite the ZorldZide Zeb being such a dynamic ever-changing media
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Accuracy of Srinted dental models made Zith tZo SrototySe
technologies and dierent designs of model bases
Camardella L T, de Vasconcellos Vilella O, Breuning H
Am J Orthod Dentofacial Orthop 2017;151:1178–1187.

Aim

seTuently e[Sorted into ASSliance 'esigner SoftZare
(3ShaSe) for construction of the three model base shaSes

The aim of this study Zas to evaluate the Srecision of Srinted

)olloZing this the digital models Zere sent electroni-

models Zith three dierent base conȴgurations deriving

cally to tZo dental laboratories Zith dierent Srinting tech-

from intraoral scans using tZo dierent 3' Srinters

niTues Initially 30 models Zere Sroduced using a light-curing methacrylat resin and a light-Srocessing 3' Srinter

0ethod

(8ltra 3PS Ortho

S/A) Zith a 010bmm layer thicNness The

remaining 30 models Zere fabricated Zith a ShotoSolymer
resin using a SolyMet 3' Srinter (ObMet (den2609S) Zith a

RaSid SrototySe Srinting of orthodontic models Zas intro-

002bmm layer thicNness

duced in the 10s Since then the techniTue has multiSlied

The Srinted models Zere scanned in the tZo laborator-

so that a good number of 3' Srinters are available that can

ies Zith dierent scanners – the 8ltra 3PS Ortho samSles

ZorN Zith various materials In dentistry three dierent

Zith a )lash comSuted tomograShy scanner and the ObMet

SrototySe Srinting systems are mainly used: stereolith-

(den2609S obMects Zith a R700 laser scanner The models

ograShy triSle Metting and fusion deSosition

Zith the standard base acted as reference for all measure-

StereolithograShy is basically a steSZise curing of liTuid

ments of Srecision because they Zere the ones tested in

acrylic by a laser In triSle Metting the Srinter deSosits layers

Srevious studies and because the suSerimSositions of the

of liTuid ShotoSolymer that are continuously cured /astly

intraoral scans Zith the models from both Srinters shoZed

in fusion deSosition ȴlms of thermoSlastic ȴlaments are

only an average dierence of 001b mm All suSerimSosi-

gradually Slaced on toS of each other The latter is consid-

tions Zere made after digitally cutting o the dierent

ered the least accurate and therefore not often used in

bases (to avoid any inȵuence of their conȴguration) accord-

dentistry or included in this study

ing to the automatic best-ȴt alignment Zith the *eomagic

So far only a feZ studies have investigated the accuracy

4ualify softZare using colour coding to reveal any (Sositive

of Srinted vs Slaster models Zith small samSles (from Must

and negative) dierences bigger than 050bmm )ive trans-

one Sair to a ma[imum 10 Sairs) Because of the limited

verse distances (right to left buccal cusS tiS from canine to

samSle si]es it seems Sroblematic to draZ valid conclu-

second molar) Zere also measured tZice Zith the Ortho

sions for the orthodontic clinic Also it is unclear Zhether

Analy]er Srogramme by the same sNilled investigator Zith

the shaSe of a Srinted model has an inȵuence on its accu-

a 2-ZeeN gaS betZeen measurements

racy This shaSe can vary eg from one Zith a regular base

9arious statistical methods including a mi[ed-eects

to a simSle horseshoe shaSe to a horseshoe form Zith a

regression model and the Saired t-test Zere aSSlied to an-

connecting bar in the region of the terminal teeth

alyse the accuracy of the diverse aSSroaches The level of

An initial samSle si]e calculation revealed that 10 Sairs

signiȴcance Zas set at 3b!b005

in each grouS (tZo Srinters each Zith three model conȴgurations) Zould be suɝcient to Srovide relevant results
Therefore the dentitions (adult comSlete no anomaly of

Results

si]e and shaSe no abrasionsattritionserosions etc) of 10
random volunteer individuals Zere scanned Zith a TRIOS

Statistical analysis Zith the intraclass correlation coeɝcient

colour intraoral scanner according to the manufacturerȇs

(ICC; being at least 0) and Cronbachȇs alSha did not

instructions The ȴles Zere stored on a comSuter and sub-

disclose any systematic measurement error betZeen the
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models Zith dierent bases The ICC also did not indicate

reTuires e[Sertise because the materials being used are

any large random errors by the resSective investigator for

not only light sensitive but also to[ic Aside from this S/A

the reSeated measurements

Srinted obMects need a Sost-curing treatment because the

)or the S/A Srinted models Zith the standard base and

Srinter can obviously not comSletely ȴnish the Solymeri]a-

those Zith the bar-connected horseshoe base very similar

tion Srocess The Sast Srocessing hoZever can comSro-

measurements Zere obtained The values Zere smaller

mise the accuracy of the reSroduction )or the Sresent

Zith the simSle horseshoe base models The SolyMet Srinted

study Sost-curing of the S/A models Zas Serformed Zith a

models all had small transverse dierences +oZever the

00b :att 89 lamS for 20b s This could have led to some

mi[ed-eects regression model demonstrated a slightly

shrinNage Sarticularly Zhen there Zas no stabilising base

better Serformance using the SolyMet Srinting techniTue

This shortcoming does not occur Zith the SolyMet Srinter

*enerally the S/A led in the ma[illary arch to a variability

but at the cost of higher e[Senditures Both systems ZorN

of 021bmm (increasing from the canines to the second mo-

Zith a dierent thicNness of the individual layers (S/Ab!bSoly-

lars) Zhereas it Zas 000bmm in the SolyMet Srinted samSles

Met) but this had no inȵuence on the Srecision of the reSro-

The resSective values for the mandibular arch Zere

duction

006bmm and 000 mm
The mi[ed-eects regression model Zith the solid base

The results of this study are conȴrmed by those of Srevious studies but also e[tend their SersSectives

shoZed that the models Zith the horseshoe-shaSe base
Zere normally 070bmm smaller in the transverse dimension but not those Zith an additional bar The SolyMet

Conclusion

Srinted ones shoZed no deSendence of the base conȴguration

The accuracy of S/A and SolyMet Srinted models Zas evalu-

The Saired t-test assessment of the suSerimSositions

ated by suSerimSosition and digital measuring It Sroved

eventually resulted in signiȴcant dierences in the case of

that SolyMet reSroductions are fully accurate regardless of

the S/A Srinter but not so Zith the SolyMet techniTue

the shaSe of the obMect base In the case of the S/A Srinter
aSSlication any base Zill increase Srecision even it is only

'iscussion
The “beauty” of intraoral scanning is that a good number of

a transverse bar

Commentary

Sotential errors of imSressions can be avoided The resSective data do not really reTuire any Shysical sSace for stor-

RaSid SrototySe Srinting Zill be on the rise – if not sNyrocN-

age and can be transferred Zith ease at any time These

eting – in the near future Orthodontists should NeeS their

facts maNe scanning even more attractive IndeSendent of

eyes (to read the relevant literature) and ears (to listen to

this time and again orthodontists still liNe to taNe a “real”

e[Sert colleagues not Must comSany reSresentatives) Zide

model for analytical or educational SurSoses in their hands

oSen so as not to be too late to MumS on the bandZagon

Such models are even indisSensable Zhen it comes to man-

This investigation indicates that S/A Srinting is as reliable as

ufacturing orthodontic devices This is Zhen 3' Srinting

SolyMet Srinting – and time is money :hat is clear is that

comes to the fore Printed obMects are lightZeight and com-

any neZ technology should be at least as good as the trad-

Sarably very resistant to breaNage or abrasion

itional version but Sreferably alZays suSerior

As good as current Srinters are they often have the
disadvantage of high running costs Also their handling
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